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Maintenance of bogie components
through vibration inspection with
intelligent wireless sensors:A case study
on axle-boxes and wheel-sets using the
empirical mode decomposition technique

Alexandre Trilla and Pau Gratacòs

Abstract
Themaintenance of bogie components, a critical aspect of railwaymaintenance, is difficult due to the confined under-
frame space. This makes it difficult to install traditional monitoringequipment, resulting in a labour-intensive process.
Thus, a lot of time has to be expended to conduct these tests, whichmakes the process both tedious and expensive.
Moreover,thisapproachissomewhat inadequate,sincethetestscanonlybeconductedat thedepot andthusonlywhen
the trainsareout of service.Wehavedevelopedanddeployedanon-intrusivesolutionbasedonasmall wirelesssensor
network that canbeeasily installedonthedifferent partsof thebogieandalongthewhole train.Wehaveworkedout a
technique to discriminate between the various sources of vibration and can thusmonitor the state of several compo-
nentsusingonlyafewsensors.Inthispaper,wepresent acasestudyonhowtomaintainanaxle-boxandawheel-set by
attachingasingle intelligent sensor to thebogie frameor thebearingcover andusingtheempiricalmodedecomposition
technique to analyse the generated data. In light of the promising results obtained in this study, we suggest that the
proposed approach can lead to avalue-added predictive maintenance strategy as longas the test conditions are kept
under control.However,wedo highlight that thegeneralizationof theapproachreliesonthe flexibilityof thesystemto
adapt to new environments and operational scenarios.
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Introduction
The requirement for rolling-stock maintenance
activities, and in particular ones that are applicable
in the current complex and competitive market, has
spurred the adoption of new and innovative tech-
niquesthat areconsiderably different fromtraditional
approaches. By focusing on failure-specific problems,
the use of predictive techniques allows the condition
of train components to bediagnosed. They also allow
theevolutionof their degradation to beforecast based
on salient indicative variables. As a result, the ana-
lysed components have experienced a reduction in
maintenance costs and an increase in reliability,
which has led to returns on investment in shorter
timespans.1,2

Amongall thephysical variables that can beeasily
obtained from a component under analysis, the

monitoring of vibration signatures yields the most
comprehensive indication of possible problems.
Vibration inspection isa techniquethat enablesmain-
tenancestaff to conduct testson awiderangeof elem-
ents, including rolling-stock and railway
infrastructure.1,3,4 In addition, the analysis of vibra-
tionscanbeused to analysecomponent faultsunder a
wide rangeof test conditions such as a varying speed
of a train.5 These features make the acquisition of
vibration information using accelerometers one of
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the most powerful and convenient approaches to
guidepredictivemaintenance actions.
The traditional technology to perform a vibration

inspection process is based on expensive equipment
and relies on cabled settings, which usually creates
several implementation problems:thereis littleunder-
framespaceinwhich to install thecables, it takesa lot
of time for staff to install and manage the cables and
data acquisitionmachineson thetrain, thecablesdis-
connect and become unreliable, etc. Overall, this
results in an increase in the maintenance service
cost, which raises many challenging problems in the
present competitive marketplace. As a solution, we
propose using a small network of intelligent wireless
sensors that wehavedeveloped fromscratch and cus-
tomized for the railway environment and for the
problemsat hand.6 This systemhasmany advantages
with respect to the classic vibration inspection
approach, including thewireless technology avoiding
the problem of having to deal with unreliable cables
and speeding up the overall test operations, which
results in an overall increase in quality and a saving
in cost (a time cost reduction of one-third has been
obtained with this approach). Moreover, certain
maintenanceoperationsarecomplex to schedule(pos-
sibleonlywhen thetrainsareout of serviceduringoff-
peak hours) and require a fast inspection test.
Regarding the electromagnetic compatibility

(EMC) requirements that on-board railway electronic
equipment must display, it should be noted that the
radio parts of the sensors consist of commercial Digi
XBee boards that comply with the European and
American EMC standards. Moreover, the largest
length of a printed circuit board is 47mm and con-
sidering that theoperating clock frequency is4MHz,
the corresponding wavelength is 18m. Therefore, the
boards are far from behaving like transmission lines
(less than 0.003l ), so there is very little risk of gener-
ating spurious signals. Additionally, intelligent wire-
less sensors were designed (and are currently being
validated) to pass the applicable EMC standards
UNE-EN 50155, UNE-EN 50121-3-2 and ETSI EN
301489-17.
One last issue to take into account is that a large

number of sensors increases both the economic cost
(morehardwareisbeingused)and thetimecost (more
timerequired to install themon the train) of the test.
For the purpose at hand, it is convenient to magnet-
ically attach theaccelerometers onto theaxle-bearing
cover or the surrounding bogie-frame.3 Themagnets
are made of neodymium (magnet diameter 25mm)
and exert a force of 18kg (area 491mm2). This
sensor attachment method is targeted at depot-based
deploymentswith dedicated test tracks, whererestric-
tions on train operation service do not apply. The
trains under test are required to maintain a uniform
speed of 5mile/h (depot speed limit)during thewhole
of the data acquisition process. We have so far
observed a successful operation of this attachment

method for these test conditions, i.e. the sensors
remain attached to the component during the whole
test without anydisplacement (thereisno interference
with other components).
In these depot-based tests conditions, the magni-

tude of the vibration is quite low and the signal fre-
quency characteristics are located at the lower end of
the spectrum. Additionally, the vibration sources are
additiveand need to bediscriminated in order to con-
duct a component-based analysis. To this end, the
empirical mode decomposition technique has been
applied given its recent promising results in applica-
tion to railway environments.3

Thepurposeof this casestudy is to investigate the
nature of bogie component degradation interactions
along with their representation, and work out a
viable and inexpensive solution with a small network
of intelligentwirelesssensors(whereoneobjectiveisto
monitorboththeconditionof anaxle-boxandawheel-
set).Tothatend,thispaper isorganisedasfollows:first
the empirical observations that motivated this study
are described and the practical basis of the empirical
mode decomposition technique are presented. The
application of this technique to the problem at hand
ispresentedandvariousaspectsof theobtained results
arediscussed. Finally, conclusionsaredrawn.

Method
This section first describes the working scenario and
thetrain componentsunder test. Theempirical obser-
vations and the facts that motivated this study are
discussed. Then, the empirical mode decomposition
technique is presented as a means to extract useful
information from the measured data and its use in
his study is justified.

Empirical observationsand facts
Thetypeof trainunder test isametro train.Thetrain-
set consists of three 17-m cars each with two bogies,
weightingfrom22to 30tonnesbasedon their traction
function (from trailer to driver). The maintenance
plan of the target components is:

. axle-boxes follow a 4-year greasing schedule;

. wheel-sets follow a 510-day tyre-rotation schedule

Based on these operating maintenance periods, it
can be seen that wheel-sets undergo a maintenance
action almost three-times more often than axle-
boxes. Therefore, the wheel-sets must display a deg-
radation function that ismoreabrupt than that of the
axle-boxes (thus justifying a more frequent mainten-
ance action plan). It is also expected that a larger
change in condition will be seen on wheel-sets than
on axle-boxes. Theobservable fact that supports this
hypothesis was seen in the vibration signatures
between two maintenance tests (July and December)
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taking into account that a rotation of the tyres
occurred in that period (August);this test will bepre-
sented later in this section. Therefore, a control
sample was obtained before rotation of the tyres
and an experimental samplewas obtained after rota-
tion of the tyres. It should be noted that just before
rotation of the tyres the condition of thewheel-set is
at itsworst, whereas immediately after the rotation it
isat itsbest. Thus, theacquired signaturesdisplay the
two extremes. This experiment should be taken as a
proof of concept.
Thevibration acquisitionpoint wasset on theaxle-

box cover, acquiring both the noise signal from the
bearingand fromthewheel-set (i.e. thewheel/rail con-
tact), seeFigure1. It shouldbenoted that that thereis
no elastic component in any of thesepaths that could
absorb or mitigate the transmission of the vibration.
The sensors contain an accelerometer with a

dynamic range of 9g, which is more than enough
for thenatureof thevibration that wehaveacquired
under the test conditions at hand. In addition, the
rules that trigger an alarmwereset for themaximum
of this range. Taking into account that the average
wheel diameter is750mm, at 5mile/h, thefundamen-
tal rotational frequency is 0.95Hz. Thus, a 1-s vibra-
tion creates just under the minimum amount of
information needed to extract useful information. It
must also be considered that there is a trade-off
between theamount of data that is to bedownloaded
and the time needed to perform that task given the
low-throughput of the low-power wireless sensors
(they must be powered with external batteries that
do not interfere with the train’s power source).
Pleaserefer to Trilla and Gratacos6 for moredetailed
information about these sensors.
Havingpresented thetest setting, Figure2showsa

comparison between the waveform signatures
obtained in July and December, and Figure 3 shows
a similar comparison with respect to their vibration
spectrumsignatures.
Figure 3 shows the discrete Fourier transform

obtainedusingthefast Fourier transform(FFT)algo-
rithmof thesignalsrepresented in Figure2.Notethat
the test conditions did not change during the time
required to acquire the signals: the train is required
to maintain a uniform and stable speed of 5 mile/h.

Therefore, the signals are stationary and the compu-
tation of the FFT is valid and compliant with this
requirement.
Thevibration signaturedifferencesbeforeandafter

rotation of the tyres validate that this maintenance
action has an observable impact on the moni-
tored components (particularly on the wheel-set).
However, it remainsdifficult to analysetheconditions
of individual components. Plots of thewaveformand
spectrum signatures are rather indistinguishablewith
respect to the sources of the vibration that generated
them. The overall vibration noise is significantly
reduced, especially in the 200–300Hz frequency
range. The exception is for a narrow range around
400Hz. This could be indicative of the fast effect of
wheel-set degradation and of the slower degradation
function of the axle-box. The latter shows no large
difference between July and December, i.e. the

Figure 2. A comparisonof thewaveformsignaturesobtained
before (July) and after (December) the tyre- rotationmain-
tenance action.

Figure 3. A comparisonof the spectrumsignaturesobtained
before (July) and after (December) the tyre-rotationmainten-
ance action.

Figure 1. Intelligent wirelesssensor attached to theaxle-box
cover, it can capture vibration signals fromboth the axle-box
and fromthewheel-set.
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condition the axle-box essentially remains the same
during this short period of time, whereas the condi-
tion of thewheel-set condition is restored due to the
tyre-rotation operation, thus showing a radically dif-
ferent vibration signature. This issue calls for more
experimentation in order to improve the reliability
of the diagnostic. The following sections give more
details on this problem.

Theempirical modedecomposition technique
Theempirical modedecomposition (EMD) technique
is based on an iterative procedure that is used to
decompose a given dynamic signal into a set of sub-
signals of decreasing frequency, which are known as
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs).7 Compared with
traditional theoretical analysis methods based on
Fourier transforms, an IMF representsa simpleoscil-
latory mode as a counterpart to a simple harmonic
function.Thus, insteadof constant amplitudeand fre-
quency components, the IMFs can have a variable
amplitude and frequency along the time axis.
Therefore, theEMD techniquecanbedirectly applied
to nonlinear and non-stationary signals that are typ-
ically acquired on a bogie frame.
Thedecomposed IMFsof anEMD must satisfy the

following conditions.

1. In the given signal acquisition, the number of
extrema and zero crossings must be either be
equal or differ by amaximumof one.

2. At any point, the mean value of the envelope
defined by the local maxima and the envelope
defined by the local minima is zero.

The processed signal is thus modelled as narrow-
band Gaussian noise. The sifting process for extract-
ingtheIMFsfromtheinput signal xðtÞisdescribed as
follows.

1. Create an upper envelope euðtÞand a lower enve-
lopeel ðtÞby connecting local maximaandminima
with cubic splines. Then, compute their mean and
subtract it from the input signal

h1ðtÞ¼xðtÞ
euðtÞþ el ðtÞ

2
ð1Þ

2. If h1ðtÞdoesnot meet theIMF requirements, take
h1ðtÞfor xðtÞand repeat step 1 until the new h1ðtÞ
satisfies them. Then, assign thefirst component

c1ðtÞ¼h1ðtÞ ð2Þ

3. Compute the residue

r1ðtÞ¼xðtÞ c1ðtÞ ð3Þ

4. If more components are required, i.e. the residue
still contains useful information of longer period
components, theresidueistaken for thenew input
signal and the sifting process is repeated until the
residuebecomes amonotonic function.

In theend, theinput signal xðtÞisdecomposed into
an additive set of N components plus the residue

xðtÞ¼
XN

i¼1

ciðtÞþ rNðtÞ ð4Þ

Theapplication of theEMD to discriminate noise
sources generated by rolling-stock has been recently
reported in theliterature.3Other techniqueswerecon-
sidered in that publication, including various statis-
tical methods, power spectral density, and wavelet
analysis, but none seemed to rival the features of the
EMD. Inspired by that work, we became interested
in using this new robust approach (free from input
signal constraints) to separate the signals from
different noisesourcesso asto provideamorereliable
and bespokecondition analysis of bogiecomponents.
Thus, we conducted a manual/heuristic IMF selec-
tion process based on their railway maintenance
experience3 (i.e. a fully empirical approach) as a first
step towards validating the EMD technique in our
scenario. We note that in the future the stationary
signal characteristics may no longer hold as we
extend the application of the sensors to other trains
and to other test environments; however, we leave
resolving these possible issues as future work if they
ever appear.
Given that the modes of the vibration signal are

directly related to thesourcesof thenoise that gener-
ated them, that is, thefaultyor degraded rolling-stock
components(namely axle-boxesandwheel-sets in this
work), our hypothesis is that by means of the EMD
technique, wewill beable to relate the IMFs to these
modes and thus better identify the location of the
degradation problems.

Results
This section reportson theexperiments conducted on
theapplication of theEMD techniqueto help identify
bogiecomponentsandconductmoreaccuratecompo-
nent-based analyses.

Control vibration sample (before rotation
of the tyres)
Figure4displays the independent contribution of the
first five IMFs for the signature of the control vibra-
tion obtained on July, just before the tyre-rotation
maintenance action. In order to facilitate reading
the figure, each IMF has been plotted in a different
colour.
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It can be observed that the principal contribution
to this signature (200–300Hz frequency range) is
made by the third and fourth IMFs, and the 400Hz
range mainly corresponds to the second IMF. Note
that with respect to the direct frequency analysis
shown in Figure 3, which is basically a smear of
energy distribution along the spectrum, the IMF
decomposition shown in Figure 4 provides a more
detailed analysis of the natural resonances of the
signal. It can now be seen that there is a relation
between the oscillatory modes of the signal (denoted
by the peaks) and the IMFs that are extracted. For
each IMF thereisonesingledominant frequency that
indicates thevibrationmodeproduced by a degraded
component. The challenge now becomes to identify
the sources of the noise that generated these peaks,
and themeans to accomplish this is by havinga close
look at the signal decomposition after the tyre-rota-
tion maintenance action, in other words only affect
the condition of thewheel-set.

Experimental vibration sample (after rotation
of the tyres)
Figure5displays the independent contribution of the
first fiveIMFsto theexperimental vibration signature
obtained in December, a few months after the tyre-
rotation maintenance action.
It can nowbeobserved that theprincipal contribu-

tion to this signature (400Hz frequency range) is
made by the second IMF. The third and fourth
IMFs havebeen drastically reduced by the tyre-rota-
tion maintenance operation. In fact, this action has
had an observable impact on therest of thespectrum:
the overall noise reduction ratio is at least one-third.
As noted in the previous section, rotating the tyres
only affects the condition of the wheel-set; in fact, it
restores the good condition of the wheels. With this
new condition, it is expected that the wheel-set pro-
duces less noise than in theold condition, and this is

in accordance with what is observed in Figure 5.
Therefore, what remains must correspond to the
noise produced by the degradation of the axle-box
and this is essentially identified by the second IMF.

Rationale of the component-based analysis
Given thepresented resultsabout theidentification of
the dominant IMFs and their relation with the two
sources of vibration captured by theaccelerometer, it
can betentatively concluded that thesecond IMF isa
reliableindicator of theconditionof theaxle-box,and
the third and fourth IMFs are reliable indicators of
the condition of thewheel-set.
Based on this preliminary outcome, the IMF sig-

nals (or their addition, in thecasewherethisapplies),
can be examined using classic component analysis
methods. Regarding the axle-box vibration signature
identified by thesecond IMF, wehaveapplied a fun-
damental bearing frequency matching with the
acquired vibration signature,6,8,9 which is also
known as order analysis,10 taking into account the
angular speed of theaxle (order 1) and its harmonics
(ordersgreater than one). For this,wehaveevaluated
the envelope or demodulation technique,8–10 see
Figure6,whichhastraditionally beenmoresuccessful
than thedirect frequencyanalysisapproach in analys-
ing the test scenario at hand. Theenvelope technique
separates the high-frequency components that are
modulated on top of the overall signal. We created
this demodulation process by first squaring the
signal and then filtering the result with a low-pass
filter. The obtained results were sensiblewith respect
to thepossible causes of bearing failure. Therewas a
clear match between theexpected location of the fun-
damental bearing frequencies and thepeaks observed
on thediagram.
Regarding the analysis of thewheel-set condition,

the root-mean-square (RMS) and peak values of the
sumof thethird and fourth IMFswerecomputed asa

Figure 5. The EMD of experimental vibration signature
(December).

Figure 4. The EMD of the control vibration signature (July).
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means to quantify the amount of vibration noise,
see Table 1. The overall figures were greatly reduced
after the tyre-rotation maintenanceaction.
Whenwetried to extrapolate thisbehaviour to the

rest of the fleet (given the rapid wear function of
the wheels), we did find that the overall trends were
the same, but that the reliability of the degradation
evolutionmodel wasonly valid for theextremevalues
of the dynamic range (only when the indicators were
clearly close to theupper or lower bounds). Wemust
admit thatweareuncertainabout theconditionof the
test track, and that different tracks might have been
used to conduct theexperiments.However,wehadno
control over this environmental variable. Therefore,
wecannot yet validatethegenerality of thisapproach
to conduct a diagnostic and extract the condition of
thewheel-set. Further research on this topic is indeed
necessary, but we are confident that it may yield
morepromising results in the light of thispreliminary
study.

Discussion
The experiments conducted on the application of a
small network of intelligent wireless sensors to the
bogieof rolling-stock in order to assess thecondition
of axle-boxesand wheel-setshasprovided rather pro-
mising results. Theapplication of theEMD technique
seemsto bean effectivesolution to theproblemof the

overlap of vibration signals. We have obtained some
evidencefor this conclusion in theconsidered deploy-
ment. The vibration signatures of the axle-box and
wheel-set were clearly identified in terms of specific
IMFs, which were then used to conduct further ana-
lyses using classic vibration analysis approaches.
However, therearetwomaindrawbacksthat could

limit the applicability of this approach. On the one
hand, the high variability of the vibration signature
with respect to an external variable sometimesmakes
it difficult to establish a concreteand steady analysis.
Thespaceof uncertainties isvery high, and thevibra-
tion variable is rather sensitive to these changes. It is
thus recommended to tackle the component analysis
by considering an averaged statistical approach.
On the other hand, we have not explicitly taken

into account the possible effect of inter-modulations.
Oneof themain sources of vibration captured by the
accelerometer can beconsidered to bea narrow-band
noise (the wheel-set), and the other one can be
accounted for as a mesh of at least one tone (the
axle-box). Since the system is clearly nonlinear (the
presence of harmonics is ubiquitous), the effect of
inter-modulations might be expected. However, we
cannot know the concisemathematical expression of
theinherent nonlinearity, sowecannot assessit inany
detail. Instead,weallow a certain degreeof mismatch
between the observed spectral signature and the the-
oretical location of the component faults in order to
accommodate these shifted frequency modulations.
Again, we recommend dealing with these issues by
taking several tests and weighting the different ana-
lysis outcomes.
With respect to the heuristic selection of IMFs

based on experience, it must be noted that further
experimentation is necessary to reinforce the argu-
ments given in this work as to what relation exists
between the observed vibration mode, the corres-
ponding IMF and thedegradation of thecomponent.
Thiswork was inspired by theapplication of EMD to
rolling-stock3 and follows the selection directives in
that work that were based on experience. There are,
though, other criteria based on more informed indi-
cators that automatically weight the contribution of
the selectors,11 which will be worth considering in
futurework.

Conclusions
Theapplication of a small network of intelligent wire-
less sensors to rolling-stock enablesmaintenancestaff
to monitor axle-boxes and wheel-setswith only a few
sources of vibration data. Therefore, the testing and
analysis time is reduced, and so is the cost of the
maintenanceactions. In theend,morereliable results
can bedelivered as the two componentsmay bewell-
differentiated with theEMD techniqueas long as the
test conditionsarekept under control.However,more
research is necessary to advance the general

Figure 6. The envelope of the axle-box vibration signature
showingan incipient rolling-element failure on orders 5, 8
and 11.

Table 1. Analysis indicators for the sumof the third and
fourth IMFs that are related with thewheel-set condition.

Indicator July December

Peak (g) 1.13 0.21
RMS(g) 0.32 0.03
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deployment of this predictive maintenance approach
to railways.
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